
 
 

 

Mini-Excavator Market Ripe for Productivity Gains 

Industry: Construction, Rental Market, Municipal, 
Landscaping, Plumbers and Large Homeowners  

Compact – Mini Excavator 

Mini excavators pack power and zero-turn versatility into 
compact machines, which are perfectly suited for hard-
to-reach jobs.  

Construction and rental industries as well as do-it-
yourselfers are adopting gasoline and diesel compact 
excavators. Conveniently towed behind a 1/2-ton pickup, 

van or light-duty tow vehicle,  Innovative Equipment’s quick-on and quick-off hitch on the self-contained 
excavator system eliminates the need for trailer transport. These track- or wheel-driven compact construction 
excavators weigh less than 10,000 pounds, which eliminates CDL requirements for drivers. 

As mini-excavator market share continues to grow,  Innovative Equipment saw an opportunity to 
improve its machine productivity and create competitive advantage. Achieving greater machine performance 
at a cost-effective price point, however, required a trusted partner who understood the marketplace dynamics 
of its TMX mini-excavator.  

“We wanted to ease our customer purchase decisions by reducing overall cost and ensuring our technology is 

equal or better than big OEMs,”  Innovative Equipment’s Wally Osswald says. 

To simplify the required engineering and complex technology solutions, Innovative Equipment looked to 
GS Global Resources (GSGR). 

“We needed an engineering solutions supplier with the talent, scalability and flexibility to address the 
challenges our customers face when using modern hydraulic excavators in the field,” Osswald says. 
“Equipment applications vary widely from construction and landscaping to utilities and demolition.” 

Innovative Equipment needed improved drive control and a smaller hydraulic pump package that fit 
within its current machine design. The existing hydraulic pump package was too long. It extended outside of 
the frame and prevented proper fit for the pump shroud cover. It also included two hydrostatic pumps for the 
drive and a tandem gear pump for the excavator and auxiliary function. This limited flow for the functions of 
the machine and led to functional machine control challenges.  
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“GS Global Resources provided insights on what’s working in the marketplace and how we could adopt those 
insights and technologies to build a more innovative machine,” Osswald 
says.  

GS Global Resources engineers designed a complete hydraulic and 
electrical control solution that eliminated two of the four original 
pumps. They also provided a post-compensated LS valve. This valve 
now provides flow sharing for improved multi-functionality within the 
drive and excavator functions.  

In addition to an integrated design that improved performance and fit,    
GS Global Resources enhanced the operators human-machine interface (HMI) experience. Engineers used a 
complete GSGR integrated control system including IQAN components. This includes Parker’s IQAN-MD3, 
Master Display module (fully programmable vehicle data and information system for use in any machine 
application as a graphical user interface and as a CAN gateway), and custom proportional joystick controls.  

Innovative Equipment has seen improved drive control, excavator multi-functionality and improved 
efficiency. The new design has reduced the amount of wasted energy by replacing the gear pump with a more 
efficient load-sense piston pump, which only provides the flow and pressure demanded from the system.  

The post-compensated valve increased productivity by improving vehicle controllability with multi-function 
flow sharing. Even when flow demand exceeds flow supply, pressure compensation provides the machine with 
consistent flow rates—regardless of load pressures—and precise metering capabilities.   

“Now our TMX mini-excavator controls work better and aligns with available technology comparable to the 
auto industry, such as LCDs versus analog gauges,” Osswald says. “Before, if something was wrong, we had to 
hook up a lap top, now the monitoring is self-contained.” 

The TMX mini-excavator by Innovative Equipment now is more user friendly and field adjustable. The 
complete GSGR control system gives the user more direct control, adjustability of performance parameters, 
increased operator feedback along with built-in trouble shooting 
tools. 

GS Global Resources custom joystick control solution—which 
includes push buttons, toggles, proportional slider and dual axis 
thumb switch—provides operators excellent ergonomic grip control 
while keeping their eyes focused on the work. They no longer need 
to remove their hands from the joysticks to switch from drive to 
excavator functions.  

“With GS Global Resources we know exactly what we are getting and 
they don’t waste our time,” Osswald says. “We sent our machine to their facility. Their people developed and 
installed the solutions and tested the machine. Then they demonstrated the solutions and educated our team 
on everything and how it integrated into our existing design.” 
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Editor’s Note: GS Global Resources was introduced to Innovative Equipment by another one of our OEM 
customers who manufactures scissor lifts. Our engineered solutions cover a full line of hydraulic and electronic 
control products and software that covers the needs of mobile applications. By combining hydraulic power with 
electronic control we provide OEMs with improved hydraulic efficiency and improved fuel economy.  
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